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Every age, after all, must have its own Aisling
and dream of a better, kinder, happier, shared

world.”
 

- Michael D. Higgins 
President of Ireland 



A Message From Mary

Mo Chara Daor, 

This month we delve into the world of dreams, with our wonderful Aisling theme. There
are so many beautiful words in the Irish language, but Aisling (meaning dream, or
vision) has always stood out as one of my favourites; it’s soft and gently spoken, while
simultaneously wielding immeasurable powers of imagination and determination. 

A dream can mean so many things to so many different people, and this flexibility of
interpretation gives us space for our creativity to truly blossom, revealing all the
fascinating thoughts of our subconscious minds. Aside from its literal translation, the
word holds many different meanings within Irish culture, including as a beautiful form
of poetry, and a popular girl’s name, both of which were important considerations for
this month’s box.

The poetic form is not defined by rhymes or metres, allowing a fluid and personal
approach to the dreamy verse variation. Instead, they share a common vision (literally)
which manifests as a woman of the spiritual world, who stands and speaks as metaphor
of Ireland herself. Some use this apparition to convey political messages, while others
utilise the form as a homage to the culture and beauty of the Emerald Isle. 

 



Perhaps it is these associations that make Aisling
such a beautiful name to me – that dream-like
wisdom that draws us back into the spirit of
Ireland. I myself have a very good friend called
Aisling, and sometimes I’m so used to saying her
name that I occasionally catch myself with the
word on my tongue – and I’m struck by the beauty
of its sound, and the depth of its meaning. 

Our Feabhra curation focuses on inspiring the
inner poet in all of us; noticing the beauty that
surrounds us in the everyday, kindling the wildest
thoughts of our imagination, and chasing that little
shimmer of magic that’s always just around the
corner. 

A Message From Mary

I do so hope you adore these items that have been lovingly chosen to indulge your
dreams of Ireland. All of them were crafted by the visionaries that we are lucky enough
to call our suppliers, and whether woven through gold, cotton, botanicals or words –
each was dreamt up and made a reality on this little island that we all love so much. 

Ó Mary le grá,



Recipe of The Month

 

Proper Posh Cottage Pie 

As I mentioned, as well as being the Irish word for vision and dream, Aisling also happens to be
a gorgeous given name for girls, such as TV chef Aisling Larkin. 

Born at the foot of the Comeragh mountains in Waterford, Aisling has perfected her approach
to the perfect family meal throughout her career – creating recipes that are flavourful,
nutritious, and loved by children and adults alike. Together with Louise Lennox, she founded
Foodoppi (meaning ‘food learning’ in Finnish), which brings hearty and wholesome meals to
the dinner table – educating families on how to engage with their food with dishes that are
simple to prepare, and delicious to consume. 

Aishling has a particular focus on “mindful eating”, a practice which encourages us to be fully
attentive to our food - from the preparations, through the serving, and of course in the
eventual enjoyment of eating it! 

If you’ve vowed to be more mindful of your food in 2022, then this mouth-watering Cottage Pie
is sure to set you upon the right path. A staple feast in any Irish household, there’s something
soothing about taking yourself through the different steps of a cottage pie; from the wafting
scent of the simmering meat on the stove, to the satisfying task of building the pie within a
dish, and of course the anticipation during the half hour that it takes to crisp up in the oven! 

 

 

This particular recipe is a
luxury take on a classic,
with the egg yolks adding
a decadently rich twist to
the creamy mashed
potato topping. It’s a
wonderfully warming dish
– perfect for these cold,
dark months at the
beginning of the year, and
you’ll be sure to savour
each and every delightful
bite! 

https://foodoppi.com/


500g steak mince (about 7% fat) 
250g minced rib/shin beef or lamb mince
50g beef dripping
10g butter 
2 carrots 
2 leeks 
4 sprigs rosemary 
400ml beef stock
1 heaped tsp bovril 
1 heaped tsp tomato puree 
1 heaped tsp cornflour
1 or 2 drops of gravy browning (optional) 
1.5 kg potatoes 
2 egg yolks 

Proper Posh Cottage Pie
Ingredients (serves six)

 
 

 

 

Peel the potatoes and pop them in a large saucepan of cool water. Add a pinch of sea salt
and bring to the boil. Cook until tender and then drain, allowing any excess moisture to
steam off as you prepare the rest of the dish.
Wash, peel and dice the carrot and leek.
In a large saucepan melt the beef dripping and butter, then add the mince, carrot, leek
and rosemary sprigs.
Sear on a high heat and cook through for 15mins stirring all the time. The meat will be
begin to brown and caramelise and the vegetables will begin to soften.
Stir in the cornflour and tomato puree.
Make up the beef stock with 400mls of boiling water. Add a tsp bovril to the stock.
Pour over the stock and allow the beef mixture to simmer for as long as you can
(anywhere between 20 minutes and 1 hour 30mins)
As the beef simmers and cooks, mash the potatoes, crack in the egg yolks (no white) and
stir.
Make sure there are no lumps in the mash and it is really smooth. Season with a little salt
before spooning the potato into a piping bag with a large star shaped nozzle.
Spoon the beef into an oven proof dish. Pipe the potato on top and bake at 200ºC for
30mins (the longer the beef simmers on the hob the less time it will need in the oven).

 

Method

 
 

Recipe of The Month



 
Artist of Irish verse that he is, it is perhaps no surprise to anyone that the great Seamus
Heaney also dabbled his pen in the pool of Aisling poetry. 

I feel particularly drawn to his “Aisling in the Burren”, not just for his remarkable use of
imagery and language, nor his unique take on the Aisling form, but rather the intrinsic
desire to protect a corner of Ireland which is so dear to my own heart. 

The ‘Aisling’ (a metaphor for Ireland) in this instance, is the ‘angel of last chance’ and the
woes that she laments are not those borne under political strife, but rather at the
troubles of the land upon which she stands. Heaney dismisses the concept of a goddess-
like figure with his allusion to her arrival “not from a shell” as Venus was iconically
pictured, but rather in the form of St Elmo’s fire. This is a weather phenomenon is the
result of an electrical discharge that appears as a blue/violet glow or a bolt that looks like
lightening (although it isn't the same), accompanied by a hissing noise – not a bad
metaphor for a warning!

Although, if you will allow me to carry on the line of Greek mythology introduced by the
inclusion of Venus’ scallop shell – the Greeks thought that instances of St Elmo’s fire were
manifestations of Helene (whose name means torch) or her brothers – Castor and Pollox,
patrons of sailors. Almost as though, despite her fearsome appearance, our Aisling is
lighting the way to safety - bringing a note of optimism to her admonitions. 

There are lots of allusions and metaphors buried into these 18 short lines but to me, the
poem as a whole is imbued with the importance of the beautiful nature that surrounds us
– and our responsibility to do better by it.  

 

Poem of The Month 



Poem of The Month 

An Aisling in the Burren

A time was to come when we yearned
for the eel-drugged flats and dunes

of a northern shore, its dulse and its seabirds,
its divisions of brine-maddened grass

pouring over dykes to secure
the aftermath of the reign of the meek.

That was as much of hope that the purest
and saddest were prepared to allow for.

Out of those scenes she arrived, not from a shell
but licked with the wet cold fires of St Elmo,

angel of the last chance, teaching us
the fish in the rock, the fern's

bewildered tenderness deep in the fissure.

That day the clatter of stones
as we climbed was a sermon
on conscience and healing,
her tears a startling deer

on the site of catastrophe.

Seamus Heaney 
(1939- 2013)



Seanfhocail

Whether its nonsensical adventures of our unconscious as we sleep, or the futures

that we knowingly hope for with all our hearts - dreams always reveal an important

part of who we are. 

It's not just the Irish who have focused on the notion of dreams in their words

throughout the centuries, but the phrases that they have coined are (in my opinion)

amongst the best! Why not take a peek at the collection of poetry and seanfhocail

below before you drift off this evening, and see if they invite a tinge of the Emerald

Isle into your subconscious... 

Gurb iad na haislingí is fearr leat na haislingí a thagann fíor
May the dreams you hold dearest be those which come true 
Gurb eed nah hash-ling-ee iss fyar laht nah hash-ling-ee ah hog-in feer 

Go bhfaighidh tú do mhianta go léir ach ceann amháin, ionas go mbeidh rud éigin agat le
bheith ag iarraidh i gcónaí!
May you get all your wishes but one, so that you will always have something to strive for!
Guh vey-fee too duh veen-tah guh layr ock cyown ah-waw, un-iss guh meh rud ayg-in 
ah-gut leh veh egg eer-ee ih gown-ee 

Níl aon rud leath chomh milis sa saol le brionglóidí óga an ghrá
There is nothing half so sweet in life as love’s young dreams (Thomas Moore)
Neel ayn rud lah coh mil-ish sah sayl leh bring-low-ee oh-gah awn graw

Is ait an mac an saol
Life is strange
Iss ach awn mack awn sayl 

Tá mo bhrionglóidí scaipthe agam faoi do chosa;
Siúil go bog mar tá tú ag siúil ar mo bhrionglóidí
I have spread my dreams beneath your feet;
Tread softly because you tread on my dreams. (W.B Yeats)
Taw muh vring-lowd-ee sko-ha ah-gum fwee duh huss-ah
Shool guh bug mahr taw too egg shool air muh vring-lowd-ee 

Nuair a bhíonn muid óg, tá sé go léir brionglóidí, nuair a bhíonn muid sean, tá sé go léir
cuimhní
While young, it's all dreams; when old, all memories.
Noor ah veen mudj ow, taw shay guh layr bring-low-ee, noor ah veen mudj shan, taw shay
guh layr kwi-nee 

Is iad gáire maith agus codladh fada an dá leigheas is fearr
A good laugh and a long sleep are the two best cures.
Iss eed goor-ah maw og-iss kull-ah faw-ah awn gaw leyess iss fyar



Irish is taught to all schoolchildren
across Ireland, from junior infants all
the way up to 6th year - that's 14
years!  So you would think that most
Irish people would be fluent
speakers, but you would be wrong. 

I have been lucky enough to have spent my school years in
Gaelscoileanna (school taught exclusively through Irish). Now, after
spending all these years only speaking Irish in school, I have a deep
appreciation and love for the language that I'm unsure I would've had
otherwise. I am grateful to have been afforded this opportunity and
extremely excited to be able to share my knowledge with all of you! 
.

This month's challenge;
Wish someone goodnight as Gaeilge 

 

A Little About Me

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Discuss your dreams as Gaeilge

What’s your biggest dream?
Cad é do bhrionglóid is mó?
Kod ay duh vring-lowd iss mow 

I had a dream last night
Bhí brionglóid agam oíche aréir
Vee bring-lowd ah-gum ee-ha ah-rayr 

My favourite poem is _
An dán is fearr liom ná _
Awn dawn iss fyar lum naw 

Do you have a favourite poet?
An bhfuil file is fearr agat?
Awn will fill-ah iss fyar ah-gut

Sleep well/Sweet dreams
Codladh sámh 
Kuh-lah sawv 

Goodnight
Oíche mhaith
Ee-ha waw

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



I’m exhausted
Táim traochta
Tawm trayk-tah

Can I have a blanket?
An bhfuil cead agam blaincéad?
Awn will kyad ah-gum blan-kayd  

Guess what I dreamt about last night!
Déan tomhais céard a raibh mo bhrionglóid faoi oiche aréir!
Dayn towsh kayrd ah row muh vring-lowd fwee ee-ha ah-rayr

I'm going to bed now
Táim ag dul a chodladh anois
Tawm egg dull ah hull-ah ah-nish

Good morning
Maidin mhaith
Mawdj-in vaw

He's daydreaming
Tá sé ag brionglóideach agus a dhá shúil oscailte aige
Taw shay egg bring-lowd-uck og-iss ah gaw hool uss-kull-tah ah-geh

 

Cúpla Fócail

Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh



Cúpla Fócail
Your Monthly Irish Lesson
by Hannah Ní Chathasaigh
Now that you’ve got a few Irish terms down pat, let’s see if you can make
your own. 
Lean ar aghaid, bain triail as! ( Go ahead, give it a try! ) 

Gluais - Glossary ( Glue-sh ) 

Neamhshaolta - Dreamy (Nav-hale-tah)
Aisling - Dream (Ash-ling)
Brionglóid - Dream (Bring-lowd)
Dán - Poem (Dawn)
File - Poet (Fill-ah)
Spíonta - Exhausted (Speen-tah)
Oíche - Night (Ee-ha)
Maidin - Morning (Mawdj-in)
Codladh - Sleep (Kull-ah)
Leaba - Bed (Lab-ah)
Piliúr - Pillow (Pill-oor)
Blaincéad - Blanket (Blan-kayd)
Brionglóid álainn - Lovely dream (Bring-lowd awl-in)
Tromluí - Nightmare (Trum-lee)
Bheith ag aislingeacht - Dreaming (Veh egg ash-ling-uckt)
Taibhreamh na súl oscailte - Daydream (Tav-riv nah sool uss-kall-tah)



We hope you've enjoyed this preview of the Irish at Heart Gazette.
You can get a full copy with over 16 pages of content when you sign

up for an Irish at Heart subscription, where you can get a box of
Ireland delivered to your door for as low as $44!

 
Join today at

JOIN IRISH AT HEART!

A Box of Irish Treasures Every Month

DIRECTLY FROM THE EMERALD ISLE

irshatheart @irish_atheart @irish_atheart

irish-at-heart.com



Seanscéal: An Old Story

 
Aisling, as the Irish word for dream or vision, carries all of the surreal and
fantastic connotations of these equivalent words in English. 
 
Aisling is also the name given to a very specific form of Irish poetry, that was
first realised in Munster during the late 17th century. Its rich history is dotted
through the bygone literatures of Ireland, carrying its influence into the modern
era of poetry; with each writer bring his own interpretation to the experience –
much as dreams themselves are unique to the dreamer. 
 
Taking its romantic roots from the French reverdie – which would celebrate the
arrival of spring in the form of a beautiful young women – the Aisling is a vision
of a woman, who represents the country of Ireland. While the feminine figure in
its French predecessor tended to be youthful and attractive, the women of
Ireland’s Aislings were far more varied – featuring the old, the young, the
glamourous and the haggard, depending on the message that the poet wanted
to get across. Traditionally Aisling poems were written in Gaelic, often labelling
the central muse as a ‘spéir-bhean’ or ‘sky-woman’, who would lament to the
speaker of her sorrows. 
 
The style was developed throughout the latter years of the 17th and into the
18th centuries, where it was often used as a vehicle to express discontent with
the current state of Ireland; carrying a prediction for things to change for the
better in the near future. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Story of the Aisling



Seanscéal: An Old Story
 
 

   
Aodhagán Ó Raithille is probably the first master of the genre that we know of today,
and under his quill the Aisling flourished into a powerful expression of political
ethos. Many of his pieces focused on his hopes for Jacobite rebellion, following
William of Orange’s overthrowal of King James II (or IV in Scotland) who was the last
catholic monarch of Ireland, Scotland and England. However, the beautiful women
(Ireland herself) of his Aisling poetry tended to reveal his pessimism – as they waited
to be saved by their heroes and were ultimately disappointed – just as all those who
had aligned themselves with the Jacobite cause. In ‘An Aisling’ he awakes from his
vision, only to be disillusioned with the reality that he finds himself in.
 

 

This use of the Aisling was perhaps most skilfully applied by one Brian Merriman,
whose 1000-line dream sequence – “The Midnight Court” has been hailed as the single
best example of Irish comic verse. Just to give you a bit of insight – the feminine vision
takes the form of a brutal giantess, who drags our narrator to a legal court presided
over by Aoibheal, the Queen of all the Fairies (a variation of whom you can see in the
lines of poetry above). Written in his mother tongue of Gaelic (and since translated by a
number of admirers) humour can be found in both its ridiculousness and biting social
commentary – rendering it a true masterpiece. 
 
 

“I started up – soft, sudden – out of my dream
believing the good news Aoibhill told me was true,
but found that I was nerve-shaken, downcast and
morose
that morning ere Titan had thought to stir his feet.”
(Translated from the original Irish)
 
Further into the 18th century the Aisling form fell to
the hands of satirists, who used its visionary history
to concoct wild fantastical tales – often with the
Anglican landlords, Irish culture, and the optimism of a
Jacobite victory as the butts of the joke.
 
 
 
 
 
 



Seanscéal: An Old Story

For those of you who are feeling slightly perturbed by the gorgeous form of Aisling
poetry being treated so frivolously – whenever there was a push for political
change, these visionary women were revived from the pens of Ireland’s great
authors – carrying the messages of Irish revolution. 

For example, Pádraig Phiarais Cúndún – an Irish immigrant who sailed to America in
1826 but remained firmly rooted to his heritage of the Emerald Isle – never learned
how to speak English, but rather spoke and wrote in his native tongue of Irish and
sent his poetry by mail back to the land that it spoke of. He manipulated the Aisling
form to speak of the struggles faced by the Irish people in their own time and
inspired future generations to rekindle this mouthpiece of Irish strife. 

An admirer of Cundun, Seán Ó Súilleabháin's Aisling verses revolve around the
events of the Irish War of Independence and the 1916 Easter Rising, His poems,
such as ‘Cois na Tuinne’ (beside the wave), carried a never-wavering note of
optimism throughout the stanzas – promising a better future for Ireland and her
people: “Birdsong will be heard by the shore and on every branch of the forest/So
ends my story, told with raised voice.”

The inspiration of the Aisling is not merely confined within verse, but ignited the
spark that lead W.B. Yeats to craft the play of Cathleen ní Houlihan with Lady
Gregory; the eponymous heroine appears first as an old women and then a
stunning young lady – each a metaphor for Ireland and its potential as an
independent country. 

The Aisling is not just a poetic form, or
an expression of political agenda, but a
dream - in both senses of the word:
yes, the woman is an apparition in the
mind of the poet, but she also
represents the writers hopes for
Ireland. Reading Aisling poems as they
developed over time is like mapping a
history of Ireland’s visions for the
future, and this little green island
continues to dream through the work
of modern poets such as Seamus
Heaney, Ciaran Carson, and Paul
Muldoon – who have each interpreted
the Aisling in their own way, and to
their own ends. 


